[Anatomic localization of scintillation colour image by means of simultaneous colour polaroid film photographing of emission scintiphoto and transmission scintiphoto].
A study has been made of a simple and practical method to add the information of anatomical localization upon the emission scintiphoto of the generally used polaroid film. Our experients were a follows: first, the polaroid film of transmission scintiphoto, according to the Anger method, was made, and then, that of emission scintiphoto was made. Next, by double-exposing these two photos to the same polaroid film with the Mamiya-made duplicator, these photos were made into a composite photo. In that case, in order to distinguish the images of these scintiphotos on this composite photo. In that case, in order to distinguish the images of these scintiphotos on this composite photo, a colour polaroid film was used in the double exposure, and here, when each of the two scintiphotos was given its own colour-filter, it was found that the images could be sharply sorted by colour. This method does not require any highly expensive apparatuses and according to this method a disc source and a polaroid duplicator are enough for the exact anatomical localization of scintiphoto-images by the polaroid film.